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Abstract: The equipment energy efficiency improvement policy (EEEIP) is one of the important
measures of energy conservation and emission reduction in various countries. However, due to
the simultaneous implementation of variety policies, the effect of the single policy cannot be clearly
reflected. In this paper, a method of identification and evaluation of EEEIP was proposed, and the
application was verified by analyzing the example of EEEIP in Japan (Top Runner policy, TRP). Firstly,
through the factor decomposition model, this paper studied the energy conservation and emission
reduction potential of this policy area in Japan. Then, the TRP was identified by using moving
windows and correlation analysis, and the impact of specific equipment in TRP was analyzed. Finally,
through the calculation of the rebound effect of the carbon footprint (REC), this paper analyzed the
energy consumption and emission reduction effects of TRP in the short-term and whole life cycle.
It showed that the policy has a good effect in tertiary industry and transportation, while the effect in
residential is poor. For life cycle, the TRP of air conditioning and passenger car can bring better CO2

emission reduction effect, but the emission reduction effect of lighting is basically offset.

Keywords: equipment energy efficiency improvement policy; factor decomposition; policy
identification; life cycle rebound effect

1. Introduction

At present, the two major challenges in the global energy transformation stage are the increasing
demand for energy and the limitation of carbon emissions. According to International Energy Agency
(IEA) statistics, the industry, transportation and residential sectors are the highest energy consumption
areas. The three sections with the most CO2 emissions are electricity and heat producing, industry and
transportation [1]. In the BP World Energy Outlook by British Petroleum (BP), the growth of energy
demand will be largely offset by the decline in energy intensity in a gradual transformation scenario [2].
The improvement of energy efficiency can effectively reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
So many countries have introduced relevant policies aimed at improving energy efficiency [3,4].

1.1. Review on Impact Analysis of Energy Efficiency Improvement and Carbon Emission Reduction at
National Level

At present, there are many studies on energy efficiency at the national level, mainly investigating
the role of trade openness, technological innovation [5], energy construction [6] and industrial
construction [7] in energy intensity. The main research methods include statistics and decomposition [8].
The analysis of influencing factors on energy intensity is mainly concentrated on the national and
regional scope [9], or a specific industry and a specific sector [10,11]. S Okajima [12] uses the Fisher
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Ideal index decomposition method to analyze the relationship between the decreasing trend of energy
intensity and the improvement of energy efficiency. J Huang [13] analyzed the impact of technological
factors on energy intensity. P Petrović [14] explored the main factors influencing the energy intensity
of the European Union and compared different panel data from 1995 to 2015. O Gandhi [15] studied
the energy intensity changes in the state of São Paulo from 1995 to 2012 through factor decomposition
and found that the impact of economic activities is gradually increasing.

In the field of carbon emission, research is also divided into regions, and industry sectors, and most
of them are researched together with energy intensity [16,17]. Fredrik N. G [18] analyzed the impact
of factors, such as increased production efficiency and fluctuations in oil prices on energy intensity
and carbon intensity. V Moutinho [19] studied the impact of fossil fuel consumption, primary energy
consumption and GDP on carbon emissions, and carried out a factor decomposition analysis of
carbon emission intensity. S Gui [20] studied the factors that affect carbon emissions and analyzed the
correlation between these factors through path analysis. L Cruz [21] studied the impact of structural
factors and efficiency factors on energy consumption and carbon emissions in the EU-27 countries. H
Kim [22] counted the energy consumption of Seoul’s urban water cycle in each stage in 2012 and 2015,
and analyzed the changes in energy and carbon emissions during this stage.

1.2. Content and Contribution

In the national level of energy consumption and carbon emissions policy analysis, there is less
research involved in specific equipment energy efficiency improvement policy [23]. Based on Japan’s
equipment energy efficiency improvement policy, “Top Runner policy (TRP)”, this paper analyzes
the effect of policy implementation, and studies the energy and environmental benefits of equipment
energy efficiency improvement.

The logic of the study is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, this paper studies the energy conservation
and emission reduction potential of this policy related field in Japan through factor decomposition.
Then, the energy-saving effect of TRP is identified by moving window and correlation analysis. Next,
the correlation between specific equipment and corresponding fields is analyzed by stages. Finally,
the rebound effect of CO2 is analyzed to study the emission reduction effect of the policy.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 18 
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The contributions of the study are:

(1) The energy and environmental contribution evaluation method of equipment energy efficiency
improvement policy is proposed and verified by the case study of Japan (Top Runner Policy, TRP).

(2) The CO2 rebound effect of energy efficiency improvement of passenger cars, air conditioning and
lighting equipment are analyzed, and the emission reduction effects of short-term and life cycle
are compared.

(3) It provides a theoretical reference for the energy and environmental impact analysis of equipment
energy efficiency at the national level.

2. Methodology

2.1. Factor Decomposition

It is very meaningful to distinguish the influence of various factors, because in economic or other
complex systems many variables are affected by multiple factors, that is, the change of variables is
caused by multiple factors [24,25]. The objects of this paper are energy intensity (EI) and energy
consumption CO2 emission intensity (ECCEI).

EI = Energy consuption/GDP (1)

ECCEI = CO2 emission/Energy consuption (2)

This paper uses factor analysis method to analyze, which is to divide the change of variables into
several parts and each factor corresponds one by one through mathematical method. Taking EI as an
example, the definition formula of EI is as follows:

et =
Et

Gt
(3)

where et is the EI; Et is the energy consumption during the t period; Gt is the GDP in the t period.
It is decomposed as follows:

et =
Et

Gt
=

∑
i Eit∑
i Git

=

∑
i eitGit∑

i Git
=

∑
i

eit
Git∑
i Git

=
∑

i

eitpit (4)

where Eit refers the energy consumption of the i industry in the t time period; eit refers the EI of the i
industry in the t time period; Git refers the EI of the i industry in the t time period; pit refers the GDP
ratio of the i industry in the t time period.

In the process of factor analysis, the value in a certain time period needs to be used as a comparison.
If t = 0, the difference between the other time periods and their EI is:

∆e = et − e0 =
∑

i

eitpit −
∑

i

ei0pi0 (5)

2.2. Moving Windows and Correlation Analysis

The combination of moving window and correlation analysis can effectively identify the policy
and analyze the impact of policy implementation. Ct

i is defined as each moving window, where t is
different starting time, i is different energy consumption types (refrigeration, heating, domestic hot
water, lighting, etc.), and the size of each moving window is s [26].

The main method of correlation analysis is to draw correlation charts and calculate correlation
coefficients [27]. There are three kinds of correlation coefficients that are often used, and among them,
Pearson correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree of linear correlation, which is also commonly
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used at present [28]. In this paper, Pearson correlation coefficient will be calculated and analyzed
by MATLAB.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient is one of the important indicators to analyze the degree of
correlation between variables, and it has been widely used in various fields.

ρX,Y =
cov(X, Y)
σXσY

=
E((X − µX)(Y − µY))

σXσY
=

E(XY) − E(X)E(Y)√
E(X2) − E2(X)

√
E(Y2) − E2(Y)

(6)

The formula is defined as: The Pearson correlation coefficient (Px, y) of two continuous variables
(X, Y) is equal to the covariance cov (X, Y) between them divided by the product of their respective
standard deviations (σX, σY). Coefficients are always between −1.0 and 1.0. Variables close to 0 are
called uncorrelated, and those close to 1 or −1 are called strongly correlated. Usually, the correlation
intensity of variables is judged by the following range of values: (1) very strong correlation: 0.8–1.0;
(2) strong correlation: 0.6–0.8; (3) moderate correlation: 0.4–0.6; (4) weak correlation: 0.2–0.4; (5) very
weak correlation or no correlation: 0.0–0.2 [29].

2.3. Life Cycle Rebound Effect

The use of high-efficiency energy technology can enable consumers to obtain the same amount of
services with lower money expenditure, reduce the financial pressure of consumers, and may consume
more energy. This phenomenon is called the “direct rebound effect” [30].

In this paper, the rebound effect of the carbon footprint (REC) is used to calculate the rebound
effect. REC is defined as:

REC =
(C0 −C1) −

(
C1 −C′1

)
(C0 −C1)

× 100% (7)

where C0 is the carbon footprint without energy efficiency improvement; C1 is the carbon footprint
with energy efficiency improvement; C′1 is the actual carbon footprint.

3. Research Objects and Analysis

3.1. Factor Decomposition of Energy Saving and Emission Reduction Potential

Firstly, through the factor decomposition of EI and ECCEI, the potential of energy conservation
and emission reduction in different fields is analyzed. According to the national economic statistics of
the Cabinet Office of Japan, the 1990–2017 GDP of different industries is obtained [31]. According to the
comprehensive energy statistics of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan, the energy
consumption and carbon emissions of different industries from 1990 to 2017 are sorted out [32].

In addition to the primary and secondary industries (PI and SI), energy consumption and carbon
emissions of the tertiary industry, transportation and residential are highly correlated. At the same
time, the calculation standard of GDP in the field of residential is different from that in other fields,
and the energy consumption generated by residential will increase the GDP of the tertiary industry
through payment. Residents’ consumption can drive the increase in the GDP and energy consumption
of the tertiary industry, and the increase in GDP through the tertiary industry will be returned to the
residents in the form of wages. At the same time, the increase in the GDP of the tertiary industry
and residents represents an increase in demand for transportation, which drives the growth of GDP
and energy consumption in the transportation sector. Therefore, the energy consumption and carbon
emissions of the tertiary industry, transportation and residential (TTR) are combined to analyze the
factors. Figures 2 and 3 show the factor decomposition results of EI and energy consumption CO2

emission intensity ECCEI. The structure and efficiency in Figures 2 and 3 are the structure factor and
efficiency factor in the factor decomposition model. The structure factor represents the increase in
the overall structure, and the efficiency factor represents the increase in energy utilization efficiency,
that is, the decrease in unit energy consumption. Therefore, when the structure factor is negatively
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correlated with EI and ECCEI, it means that the increase of the structure ratio has led to the decrease of
EI and ECCEI, which has a positive effect. When the efficiency factor is positively correlated with EI
and ECCEI, it means that the decrease in unit energy consumption has led to the decrease in EI and
ECCEI, which has a positive effect.
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In the aspect of energy saving, the structure change of SI and TTR has obvious influence.
The decrease of SI proportion and the increase of TTR will cause the decrease of overall EI. In terms
of emission reduction, the structure change and efficiency change of TTR have obvious influence.
The increase of TTR proportion and the decrease of ECCEI will cause the decrease of ECCEI.

It can be seen that both the increase in the proportion of TTR and the improvement of its own
energy and environment have a significant impact on Japan’s overall energy consumption and carbon
reduction. This shows that TTR is the core of the field of energy conservation and environmental
protection in Japan. Therefore, Japan has launched a series of energy conservation and environmental
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protection laws to promote the energy efficiency and environmental protection of TTR. In addition to
similar policies in other countries, such as construction, residential energy consumption and promotion
of distributed energy system, Japan has also launched equipment energy efficiency improvement
policy (Top Runner policy, TRP) to promote the improvement of equipment energy utilization efficiency
through equipment assessment. This study will make a detailed analysis on the implementation effect
of this policy.

3.2. Identification of Top Runner Policy (TRP) and Analysis of Its Influence Lag

3.2.1. Overview of TRP

The TRP, combined with the energy consumption statistics of the initial assessment year of the
equipment and the energy efficiency decline in the past few years, sets the energy efficiency decline
target within the next 5 to 10. The targets of the policy are various energy equipment for the TTR,
including passenger cars, trucks, household air conditioners, business air conditioners, fluorescent
lighting, etc. Figure 4 shows the starting time of the assessment of different equipment.
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Figure 4. Assessment starting year of different equipment.

Most of the equipment energy efficiency assessment started from 2004–2005. From the statistical
report of the system, most of the equipment has completed or exceeded the energy-saving target, and
the energy efficiency of the equipment has been improved [33]. However, this efficiency improvement
requires an in-depth analysis of the specific energy and environmental improvement in various fields
of TTR.

3.2.2. Policy Identification and Impact Lag Analysis

(1) Policy effect identification in different energy consumption types
Through the statistical data of Japan’s Ministry of resources and energy, the Institute of Energy

Economics, the Ministry of General Affairs and other government departments, different types of
energy in TTR are obtained. The tertiary industry and residential are divided into six aspects, including:
(1) Refrigeration; (2) heating; (3) hot water; (4) kitchen; (5) lighting, power and others; (6) all energy
consumption. Transportation is divided into tourism and freight. Since the new statistical method
used in 1990 is obviously different from the data before 1989, different energy consumption data from
1990 to 2017 are used for analysis. The energy consumption data for the three areas of TTR as the basis
of analysis are shown in Figure 5.
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and residential.

In order to avoid the uncertainty of the correlation coefficient obtained by moving the window,
it is necessary to expand the window size as much as possible [34]. Although the extended window
cannot analyze the fast fluctuation, it can make the recognition effect more obvious. Considering that
the implementation of the TRP is divided into different stages according to 5 to 10 years, the size of
the window here is set as 10 years. The total energy consumption and different types of unit energy
consumption of TTR are divided into moving windows. Then, the policy is identified by correlation
analysis. Then, the policy identification results are shown in Figures 6, A1 and A2. (Take the tertiary
industry as an example to explain)

Taking tertiary industry as an example to explain, except for domestic hot water, other energy
types showed strong positive correlation with tertiary industry at the beginning. Then all types
of energy fluctuate in the direction of negative correlation, which is due to the different beginning
time of energy efficiency improvement. Finally, for all types of energy efficiency have entered the
stage of improvement, the overall energy consumption of the tertiary industry also began to decline,
and the correlation returned to a strong positive correlation. Among them, the correlation between
refrigeration and the overall unit energy consumption change trend is the most similar, indicating that
the effect of energy efficiency improvement in refrigeration is the most obvious. At the same time,
the overall unit energy consumption correlation fluctuated in 2005, which is completely consistent with
the implementation time of the policy, indicating that the effect of the policy on energy consumption
reduction is very obvious.

Compared with the situation in Figures A1 and A2, it can be seen that the energy efficiency
improvement research in transportation and housing has been paid attention to at an earlier stage [32],
and the energy consumption has decreased before the promotion of the policy. Therefore, although there
are obvious correlation changes, but the time volatility is large. Only tourism, household refrigeration,
lighting and power are consistent with the implementation time of the policy.

(2) The independence and hysteresis of policy analysis
Although the policy identification shows that the policy has an obvious effect on the reduction of

energy consumption, the identification effect is not ideal in some energy consumption types which
started earlier. Therefore, through the comparison of different types of unit energy consumption
and the corresponding policy promotion time, this paper studies the impact of policies on energy
consumption decline rate and the lag of promotion effect. The comparative results of the tertiary
industry are shown in Figure 7. The comparison results of transportation and residential are shown in
Figures A3 and A4.
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Figure 7. Comparison of different types of energy consumption and the starting time of corresponding
policies in tertiary industry ((a) Refrigeration; (b) Hot water; (c) Heating; (d) Kitchen equipment; (e)
Power and lighting).

In the fields of refrigeration, kitchen, lighting and power, unit energy consumption peaked and
began to decline 1–2 years after the implementation of the policy. In terms of heating and domestic
hot water, unit energy consumption decreased before the implementation of the policy, but the
implementation of the policy increased the rate of decline and brought more obvious energy-saving
effect. According to Figures A3 and A4, due to the earlier attention paid to the transportation and
residential sectors, the unit energy consumption has been in the decline stage for a long time. However,
the implementation of the policy can accelerate the decline rate.

Therefore, it is considered that the TRP can effectively reduce the energy consumption of TTR.
Next, the impact of specific equipment will be analyzed, and a comprehensive evaluation combined
with carbon emissions will be conducted.

4. Comprehensive Evaluation of Specific Equipment in TRP

4.1. Impact Analysis of Equipment Energy Efficiency Improvement

According to the self-statistics of different equipment industries and the combing of some
government departments, the statistics of equipment energy efficiency changes up to 2014 (ten years
after the implementation of the policy) are obtained, including: Commercial air conditioner, commercial
refrigerator, residential air conditioner, residential refrigerator, spherical light, fluorescent light, gas
stove, microwave oven, gas water heater, electric water heater, passenger car, minibus, bus and
truck. The average energy consumption of these equipment in one year will be analyzed with energy
consumption and carbon emissions in the corresponding fields. In order to analyze the impact of
the policy more clearly, the correlation is divided into stages 1990–2014, 2000–2014 and 2005–2014.
The results of the three stages will be compared to analyze the effect of policy implementation.
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(1) Tertiary industry
The correlation between equipment and the tertiary industry energy consumption and carbon

emission at different stages is shown in Figures 8 and 9. The correlation between equipment and energy
consumption showed a strong positive correlation in the 2005–2014 stage, especially in air conditioning,
refrigeration and microwave ovens. In terms of carbon emissions, it is negatively correlated at
the beginning, and turned to positive correlation in the 2005–2014 stage. In the tertiary industry,
the improvement of equipment energy efficiency can significantly reduce energy consumption, but the
effect on CO2 emission reduction is weak. The correlation coefficient of energy consumption and the
carbon emission of the tertiary industry is 0.9128, with strong correlation. However, as the energy
consumption in the business field is mainly composed of gas, oil and electricity, the reduction of
energy consumption mainly comes from the conversion of oil consumption to natural gas consumption,
and the effect on CO2 emission reduction is not obvious.
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(2) Transportation
The correlation between equipment and transportation energy consumption and carbon emission

at different stages is shown in Figure 10. Due to the increasing demand for trucks, more heavy-duty
trucks with higher energy consumption have been introduced, resulting in the continuous improvement
of the average energy consumption of trucks. In addition to trucks, other equipment has a strong
positive correlation with energy consumption and CO2 emissions from the beginning. However,
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there is still a positive improvement in the correlation in the 2005–2014 stage. Although affected by
other energy-saving policies, the TRP still plays a certain role. At the same time, the analysis results
of energy consumption and carbon emission in the field of transportation are similar, because the
correlation coefficient of energy consumption and carbon emission in transportation field is 0.9957.
The CO2 emissions of energy used in the field of transportation are similar, and the change of energy
consumption structure has little impact on carbon emissions, resulting in the energy-saving effect of
equipment, which has a great effect on CO2 emission.
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Figure 10. Correlation between equipment energy efficiency improvement, energy consumption
and CO2 emission of transportation in different stages ((a) with energy consumption and (b) with
CO2 emission).

(3) Residential
The correlation between equipment and residential energy consumption and carbon emission at

different stages is shown in Figures 11 and 12. It can be seen that the improvement of equipment energy
utilization efficiency has a positive correlation with the decrease of household energy consumption,
and the increase in 2005–2014 stage. But in terms of CO2 emissions, it has been in a negative correlation
state. It shows that the improvement of energy utilization efficiency of equipment in the residential
field cannot contribute to the emission reduction. Even, due to the improvement of living standards of
residents and the popularization of electrification, CO2 emissions show an upward trend.
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According to the above analysis results of the equipment, the TRP has played a positive role in
reducing energy consumption in the three areas of TTR, but there are differences in the results of CO2

emission reduction. In the field of transportation, the effect of emission reduction is very obvious.
In the tertiary industry, the effect of carbon dioxide emission reduction shows a positive trend, but in
the residential sector, the impact on CO2 emission reduction is not significant. Therefore, the CO2

rebound effect of equipment will be analyzed to study the actual effect of equipment energy efficiency
improvement brought by the policy.

4.2. CO2 Rebound Effect Analysis

Referring to the building energy efficiency evaluation system of Japan and other countries [35],
it can be seen that the energy equipment of the tertiary industry and residential buildings can be
divided into two types: (1) Heating, ventilation and air conditioning; (2) lighting and power. Therefore,
air conditioning and lighting are chosen to represent these two types of energy equipment. Passenger
cars are chosen to represent energy equipment in the transportation sector. The research takes this
three equipment as representatives to analyze the rebound effect of production, use and scrapping in
the life cycle stage. Since the energy consumption structure of the three equipment in the production
and scrapping stage has little change, the energy consumption and carbon emission in the whole life
cycle stage are basically linear correlation, so the rebound effect of carbon emissions is explained.
The carbon emission parameters of the equipment life cycle are shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1. The carbon emission parameters of the equipment life cycle [30,36–38].

Type Manufacture and
Transportation (kgCO2)

The End of
Use (kgCO2)

Service
Life (Year)

Use

Energy Type Carbon Emission

Spherical light 11.525 0.89 7.5 electricity 0.455 kgCO2/kWh
Household

air-conditioning 147 10 15.7 electricity 0.455 kgCO2/kWh

Passenger car 6000 300 13 gasoline 2.3 kgCO2/L

According to the policy stages, the starting years of lighting, air conditioning and passenger cars
are 2005, 2004 and 2005, respectively, and the average rebound effect of the carbon footprint (REC)
within 10 years from the beginning of the policy is calculated. Three types of REC calculation are
carried out, which are (1) use stage; (2) whole stage; (3) life cycle. The whole stage refers to the CO2

emission in the whole stage of production, use and end of use in each year, and compares with the
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theoretical CO2 emission reduction caused by the energy efficiency improvement of the equipment.
Compared with REC which only considers the use stage, the impact of annual production and end of
use is increased. The whole life cycle is to analyze the long-term CO2 emission impact based on the
whole stage and considering the service life of the equipment. The REC comparison of lighting, air
conditioning and passenger cars in three stages is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The rebound effect of lighting, air conditioning and passenger cars in three stages.

Type
Rebound Effect of the Carbon Footprint (REC)

Use Stage Whole Stage Life Cycle Volatility in Life
Cycle (Variance)

Spherical light 0.150 0.167 0.152 0.016
Household air-conditioning 1.144 1.161 1.145 0.028

Passenger car 0.414 1.235 0.448 2.182

It can be seen that the rebound effect in the operation stage is very close to that in the whole
life cycle. In these two stages, air conditioning REC is the highest, which represents the best CO2

emission reduction effect brought by the improvement of air conditioning energy efficiency. The REC
of fluorescent lamp is very small, and there is no benefit of energy saving and emission reduction.
Among them, the carbon dioxide emissions of passenger cars in the manufacturing and scrap recovery
stage account for a high proportion, which leads to the strong volatility of REC. This also results in the
best energy-saving and emission reduction effect of passenger cars in the whole stage.

According to the results of the rebound effect during the implementation of the policy, the energy
efficiency improvement of passenger cars can bring the largest short-term CO2 emission reduction.
From the perspective of the whole life cycle, the energy efficiency improvement of air conditioning
system has the most obvious emission reduction effect. It shows that although the emission reduction
effect of the TRP is only obvious in the field of transportation, as the promotion rate of electrification rate
tends to be slow, the emission reduction effect of the policy will be more obvious from the perspective
of the whole life.

5. Conclusions

The policy of improving energy efficiency of equipment can help to offset the increase in energy
consumption and CO2 emissions as demand increases. However, the implementation of a variety
of energy conservation and emission reduction policies at the same time often results in the failure
to effectively analyze the effect of single policy. In this paper, the identification and comprehensive
evaluation method of equipment energy efficiency improvement policy (EEEIP) was proposed, and the
Japan’s Top Runner policy (TRP) was taken as an example to verify. Firstly, the potential of energy
conservation and emission reduction in policy-related fields is analyzed by factor decomposition
model. The results show that the increase of the proportion of energy consumption and energy
utilization efficiency of tertiary industry, transportation and residential has a positive significance for
the overall energy consumption and CO2 emissions. Through the identification and effect analysis of
TRP, the evaluation results are as follows.

(1) In terms of the overall effect of the policy, through moving window and correlation analysis,
the effects of TRP in the tertiary industry, transportation and residential were identified and
analyzed. Among them, the effect in the tertiary industry was the best. In the field of transportation
and family, although affected by other earlier energy-saving policies, it still had a certain effect.

(2) In terms of specific equipment, the energy and environmental impacts of the specific equipment
involved in the TRP were analyzed through correlation analysis in different stages. For energy
saving, most of the equipment had a positive impact, especially business air conditioning, business
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cold storage, microwave oven and passenger cars. For emission reduction, the tertiary industry
and transportation had a positive impact, but the effect in the family area was not obvious.

(3) In terms of short-term and long-term impacts, the short-term and long-term rebound effects of
CO2 emissions were analyzed from use stage, whole stage and life cycle perspectives. The REC
of fluorescent lamp lighting was only 0.15 in both short-term and long-term, and the effect of
energy-saving and emission reduction was basically offset. Air conditioning and passenger cars
had better short-term effect, and the index REC of rebound effect was 1.16 and 1.24, respectively.
For long-term effect, air conditioning had the best effect. Therefore, although the effect of TRP in
the field of emission reduction was not obvious at present, the effect of equipment will gradually
appear over time.

This paper took Japan’s TRP as an example to verify the identification and evaluation methods of
equipment energy efficiency improvement policy, involving two aspects of energy consumption and
CO2 emissions, as well as two dimensions of short-term and long-term, which has high reference value
for the evaluation of equipment energy efficiency improvement policies. However, factors such as the
early introduction of energy-saving policies for some equipment and the increase in electrification
rates still affected the analysis results. Therefore, there is still room for further improvement in the
study of rebound effects.
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Figure A2. The policy identification results of residential (refrigeration, heating, hot water, kitchen,
lighting, power and others) ((a) Refrigeration; (b) Heating; (c) Hot water; (d) Kitchen; (e) Lighting,
power and others; (f) All energy consumption).
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